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Contact Power  Speed Fielding Throw Fielding Throw Strength Potential Speed 
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- Players scored in 5 general categories: Batting, fielding, throwing, athleticism, and speed.  
- Each category will be scored on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being the best possible points allowed. 
- BATTING: will consist of a series of swings off a tee and in the batting cage with pitches thrown by an adult volunteer // Coaches/Raters are looking for form 
(head/hands/hips/feet), bat speed, contact point and drive of the ball off the bat.  
- INFIELD: will consist of each player fielding 5 or 6 ground balls from the shortstop position and completing the play by throwing to first base // 
Coaches/Raters are looking for form, approach to the ball (range), aggressiveness and accuracy; this gives the coach the opportunity to judge fielding the ball 
and half of the throwing category.  
- OUTFIELD: will consist of each player fielding a combination of fly balls and ground balls in the outfield and completing the play by throwing to the 
designated cutoff man or base. // As in fielding grounders coaches/raters are looking for the same characteristics; form, angle of approach (range), 
aggressiveness (charging the ball) and accuracy, along with the good form and technique. This will allow the coaches/raters to judge the player's ability to read 
a ball and field it while also showing a player's arm strength from having to throw from further away. 
- SPEED: will consist of a timed run from home plate to first base and separately, from first base to third base. // Coaches/raters will not just time them, but 
the players will also be judged in their “form of running” in terms of running through the bag at 1

st
 well as making the turn at 2

nd
 base.  

-ATHLETICISM POTENTIAL - this is a personal opinion of whether or not a player might have some physical tools, not necessarily judged in the aforementioned 
drills, to become a really good player but the player might not have developed them in their entirety. The score of this category can be eliminated from the 
overall score if desired. 

1 - Significantly below 
average – safety concern 

2- Requires development 3 - Age appropriate skill set 4 - Above average skill set 
for age 

5 - Superior skill set for age 
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